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Abstract 
A low cost embedded system was implemented to remotely control a robotic arm. The 

system includes an Android app, which was developed using a visual tool released by 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology people. Hardware part of the system makes 

possible remote connection between app and robotic arm. The hardware is formed by a 

Bluetooth module, a microcontroller and motor drivers. The microcontroller receives 

instructions from Bluetooth module, and it interprets them; for next, it sends correct 

signals to motor drivers. Finally, the robotic part of system is a 5 degree of freedom 

robotic arm. Five motors are in charge of arm movements, and motor drivers supply 

them necessary current for their action. Taking in account every component, the cost for 

complete system was less than 100 USD, demonstrating that robotics is not as expensive 

as most people think. 

1. Introduction 

In last decades, number of persons who are nearby robotics has increased. Before 

robots were science fiction matter, nowadays they are at home doing domestic tasks [1]; 

owing to their reliability in repetitive actions, they are involved in the manufacture of 

various products [2]. Regarding addition of correct sensors, they are more dexterous [3] 

than their past concept. 

Besides domestic and manufacturing robots, there are other classes of robots; medical 

robots [4] are delicate enough for realize certain procedures that human hands are not; 

rover robots [5] expand humanity limits in extraterrestrial environments; explosive 

disposal robots [6] take the risk instead of humans, preserving human lives; rescuer 

robots [7] reach inaccessible areas to save humans who are trapped in disaster zones. 

Robots have provided to humans of tools for expanding their senses, abilities, 

capabilities and surpassing their limitations. 

Every robot previously mentioned has a controller which is different and it is designed 

following specifications. The controllers can be classified according to their different 

levels of autonomy [8]: Basic level, a human directly or indirectly controls the robot; 

medium level, a human commands certain task and the robot executes it. At medium 

level, the robot requires more cognitive capabilities than basic level and less than high 

level. At High level, the robot is completely autonomous and it does not need human 

interaction. 

Furthermore the robots mentioned before, some researchers are focused on androids. 

An android is a robot designed to look and to act partially or totally like humans [9].  
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Firstly, androids were product of science fiction author; 

however nowadays, they are real and they inspired a group of 

developers for naming its operating system (OS) after them. 

Android is a currently Google managed mobile OS based 

on Linux kernel, it uses touch inputs like pinching, swiping, 

tapping and virtual keyword; and its response is designed to 

provide a fluid interface [10]. 

One of the main reasons about Android success is its 

interoperability between an intuitive interface and a variety 

of peripherals, like touch screen, accelerometers, speakers, 

cameras, wifi and cell phone connectivity. Other devices with 

all these features are expensive and android ones are not [11]; 

such reason makes them a good form to control a robot, in 

this particular case, a robotic arm. 

Android applications are known as app. The apps can be 

written in Java language; however there are other options, 

like C or C++. On the other hand, there are visual 

environments like App Inventor that is a developing tool 

designed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 

people. This tool possibilities novice programmers to develop 

apps; actually the present work was made using this last 

option. 

2. Robotic Arm Disposition 

The first hardware element to be considered was robotic 

arm; every other hardware component of project will depend 

of it. There was two separate options; buy it or build it. 

Building offers possibility to design it for specifications; 

however, it requires time for designing, manufacturing and 

testing.  

Buying is simpler; it requires looking for options and then 

acquiring the most adequate one, this option was the best one 

for the project but price was a restriction. The project was 

designed to demonstrate that robotics is not as expensive as 

common people think; for such reason, the robotic arm cost 

about 37 USD. It has 5 degree of freedom (DOF), in 

disposition depicted in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Disposition of degrees of freedom for selected robotic arm 

The robotic arm is a simple and plastic one; original arm 

package contained a wired control. Its motors are regular 

direct current (DC) ones. Despite of its simplicity, the robotic 

arm has a lot of potential, due to it is not complicated to 

make it part of complex robotic systems. 

According to manufacturer’s datasheet [12], the arm has a 

maximum load capacity of 100 grams, and a maximum 

pincer opening of 4.5 centimeters. The arm has five motors 

that work with 6 volts, one for each DOF. Four DOF are 

rotating ones and they can turn a specific number of degrees, 

Table 1 shows how many; and the last DOF is pincer action.  

Table 1. Number of degrees for specific DOF 

DOF Degrees 

1 270° 

2 180° 

3 300° 

4 120° 

3. Hardware Designing 

Once robotic arm was selected, it was time for determinate 

and acquire the rest of hardware elements. The second 

element was the microcontroller (µC), a µC is a device that is 

compounded by a microprocessor (µP) and peripherals. This 

device is vital, because it gives programmability and 

peripheral versatility to the project. Selected option was a 

PIC 18F4550 that is an 8 bit µC from Microchip family. 

Selection was taken based on its availability and easy 

programmability; however, other options were considered 

like Arduino, Raspberry and even an FPGA.  

For programming, Microchip released a suite named 

MPLAB; inside this suite, PIC C Compiler is the tool for 

programming µCs using C language. Use C language makes 

easier to program than native assembler. 

An important aspect for hardware; it is to design how to 

connect android device with hardware elements ergo robotic 

arm. For such task, Bluetooth protocol was selected. 

Bluetooth originally aimed to interconnect small devices into 

a personal network; however, it can be used to connect 

wirelessly hardware to control app, saving wires and messes. 

Natively microcontroller does not have Bluetooth 

connectivity but it does a serial one; which is used to connect 

µC to Bluetooth module, the HC06 module. Bluetooth 

hierarchy has two levels: Master, it is the entity that 

establishes connection. And slave, this entity allows it; HC06 

module works as slave. 

The module allows a Bluetooth connection from android 

app to µC. However, µC does not drive enough current for 

starting DC motors, and they are needed to rotate at both 

directions; for both reasons, an H bridge was selected. 

L293D integrated circuit is a quadruple half H driver, which 

enables control of two motors at both directions. In figure 2 

appears complete schematic for designed hardware. 
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3.1. Simulating Designed Hardware 

Nowadays, simulation is an electronic design keystone. It 

shortens designing times, and it possibilities design 

expansion and its improvement. 

The circuit was simulated using ISIS that is a simulator 

from PROTEUS suite; Figure 2 is a screen capture of last 

motor driver simulation. Previous designs considered the 

usage of transistor; even relays were considered. When 

simulation used transistor motors malfunctioned, probably 

caused by harmonic interference. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of designed robotic arm control 

Relays worked adequately but they responded too slow; on 

the other hand, they have mechanic parts and its decay is 

more frequent than solid state elements. Taking into account 

prior results, the L293D was selected; and according to 

simulation, it works as expected. 
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3.2. PCB Designing 

Once simulation had finished, circuit was wired using a 

breadboard. During physical testes, the wired circuit suffered 

from loose wires having some issues. In order to troubleshoot 

loose wires, a print circuit board (PCB) was designed. The 

PCB was designed using Eagle CAD suite. The suite has two 

main applications, one to capture schematic and another one 

for routing board. Both applications are linked; when user 

does a modification in schematic application, board 

application automatically reflects it. 

Schematic for the PCB is depicted in upside of Figure 3, 

and using circuit described by it, the PCB was routed. For 

routing a PCB certain rules must be obeyed [13]. Do not 

route perpendicular tracks, and do place a ground plate 

instead of empty zones, do place digital processing devices 

nearby power supply; these are some rules that were 

observed during PCB routing. The final PCB is given at 

downside of Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic (up) and PCB mirrored view (down) for designed hardware. 
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4. App Programming 

Despite of all app programming possibilities mentioned at 

introduction section, selected option was the App Inventor. 

This tool is freely available online, and its visual 

environment enables anyone with some basic programming 

skills to start app developing. 

App Inventor works through blocks, using them to make 

control for events possible, as any other object oriented 

programming language. Therefore, if anyone is used to this 

kind of programming, that person will not have problems to 

get used to it. 

For app programming, first step was to establish Bluetooth 

connection between Android device and HC06 module. Each 

Bluetooth device has its own machine address code (MAC), 

and the app must link through it; if not, the connection is not 

possible. 

Once Bluetooth connection was made, second step was to 

place event controls for robotic arm manipulation. Every 

time that user wants the robotic arm does a movement, the 

user must touch corresponding control and app will send to 

µC, Bluetooth via, a specific character. All movements have 

an associated character, then µC interprets it and sends 

command to correct motor. Figure 4 shows a basic flow 

diagram for app activity. 

 

Figure 4. Flow diagram for basic app function 

5. Results 

An app named Robot Blu was developed, as part of it, 

several controls were placed; the controls are in charge of 

every robotic arm movement and Bluetooth connection. It 

also has an on/off button for a light diode emitter (LED) 

place at the end of pincer. 

Regular buttons only sense when touching occurs but not 

when touching keeps; for such requirement, another control 

named “canvas” was used. Canvases were used for 

controlling every DOF motor, in order to improve interface 

fluency; developed app’s front panel is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Front panel for Robot Blu 

Moreover, hardware was designed to facilitate interaction 

between user app and robotic arm. The main hardware 

element is a µC and alongside the HC06 module is in charge 

of Bluetooth connection with android device. 

The whole system (app-hardware-arm) successfully works, 

Figure 5 shows it. For app debugging, it was installed in 

more than one device, and in every device app worked 

successfully. 

Other test was to determinate separation distance between 

app and hardware. The test was realized during an expo, and 

the measurement was 10 meters. 

On same expo, several students had the opportunity to 

operate the robotic arm using developed system, and 

everyone was satisfied with experience; ranges of freedom 
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were also ratified. There was no load capacity test; 

nonetheless, expo participants manipulated candies, a small 

object, and they did not have any problem with it. 

 

Figure 6. Complete system photograph. 

Finally, one of motivations was price and ease. Final cost 

was less than 100 USD, including software licensing that was 

free; Table 2 shows every element cost and the total. 

Table 2. Expenses for system 

Element Cost 

Robotic arm 37 USD 

18F4550 5 USD 

HC06 5 USD 

PCB Manufacturing 15 USD 

L293 10 USD 

Others 10 USD 

Total 82 USD 

6. Conclusions 

It was possible to establish Bluetooth connection between 

an Android device and a µC in order to control a 5 DOF 

robotic arm. The HC06 module proved to be versatile, 

because it allowed µC to get connected Bluetooth via; 

however, other wireless options could be implemented, 

giving a longer connection radio or multi-user possibility, 

like wifi. The main reason for no wifi usage is it requires 

more sophisticated and expensive hardware.  

Controlling app was a significant improvement against 

original package wired control. App designing can be easy if 

correct programming tool is selected. Another achievement 

was wireless control itself; necessity for no wires is a logical 

tendency in modern electronics. The only disadvantage of 

implemented control was that just one user is permitted at 

same time; however, using another wireless communication, 

like wifi, it will then no longer be a problem. 

In hardware, following certain technical recommendations, 

a PCB was elaborated from schematic to board, passing by it 

designing. The L293D ICs were proved and they were 

capable to drive arm motors at both directions. 

The robotic arm system was tested by inexpert user and it 

worked; nonetheless, its movements were clumsy and slow, 

but for next stages this problem will be solved. Finally, the 

complete system did not cost more than 100 USD, proving 

that robotic system developing can be no expensive. 
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